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Archaeology relies on material remains to attain a broad comprehensive understanding of human 
evolution, creating undeniable challenges to the methodological field.
Microscopy and image techniques have had a paramount role in this field of research since they 
provide different analytical lines to solve problems related to human tools. One of these problems 
entails to identify how a lithic tool was used. It is known, following the Russian researcher Sergei 
Semenov, that different working processes leave singular traces on the surface of a stone tool in 
contact with the working material [1]. 
The search of quantitative variables that allow characterizing these traces has been an important aim 
since the beginning of the use-wear method with different degrees of success [2]. Despite of the 
limitations of the methods applied, most of them showed differences on lithic tools roughness and 
texture according to the worked material. Following this line of research, we applied Rotated Image 
with Maximum Average Power Spectrum (RIMAPS) technique in order to detect patterns that 
characterize the structural modifications that occur on stone tool as a result of its use [3]. RIMAPS is 
a novel characterization technique that allows revealing the orientation and characteristics of the 
topographic pattern of a surface. 
In the present paper, quantitative patterns on chert and quarzite tools that worked hide, wood and 
bone were distinguished and the incidence of the mineralogical and textural properties of the rocks in 
the formation processes of use-wear traces was analyzed. RIMAPS technique was performed on 
digitized images, similar magnification and more than 30 images per tool, taken with a scanning 
electronic microscope (FEI Quanta 200). Figure 1 shows the RIMAPS spectra of an unused chert 
tool and one that worked hide. The peaks appearing in the resulting plots indicate the surface pattern 
orientation and its characteristic topographic form.
This study reveals, in quantitatively terms, the micro-topographic transformation produced on a lithic 
surface as a consequence of its usage. It has allowed the observation of the development of the use-
wear traces that happens during the work process. Although these traces show the general features of 
wear related to work in mineral substances, they show some specific characteristics that are related
to the used materials, the tools employed and the activities carried out. RIMAPS could become a
powerful and supportive tool that can be successfully applied in use-wear research.
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Figure 1.  A) SEM micrograph of an unused chert tool. B) SEM micrograph of a chert tool that 
worked hide. C) RIMAPS spectra of images A (black curve) and B (red curve). 
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